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Prim Buddies
Primrose Schools [ICSE]
It is not for our family, it is not to secure a good position, it is not to earn money, it is not to obtain a diploma, that
we study. We study to learn, to know, to understand the world, and for the sake of the joy that it gives us.

Prim Bulletin
Welcome to June’s newsletter!

To start off this month, I give you a quote once said by Dr.Suess, the creative literary genius
who wrote many children’s picture books, “The more you read, the more things you’ll know.
The more you learn, the more places you will go.”
As kids of the new generation, we all acquire the inherent phobia of cumbersome books and
large amounts of information but it is our job to find a solution to uncover our true selves from
underneath this thick veneer of ignorance. The solution takes its form in many shapes and
lingers in the corner of every second of our life. My solution was buried in the heart of a rather
unexpected person.

It was a pleasant day. The kind of day where you’re not sure if the sun will stay shining or if the
rain clouds will prevail. I sat at the edge of my seat wondering what new opportunities awaited
me at school that day when a little boy got on and sat next to the driver.
“So… How’s school, thambi?”, the driver asked. A common conversation starter.

The reply was a one word answer: “Fine.”
“Study well, alright?”
The boy nodded, oblivious.
“You know, I wanted to be someone big when I grew up. A person everyone would recognize.”
The boy looked up at the man with big eyes.

The driver shook his head and sighed a lazy curse towards his fate.“You read well, okay? Or
you’ll regret it in the future.” The man paused and then said,” I do. Every day I wonder why I
couldn’t have done differently. So I wouldn’t have had to become an auto driver.”
The boy’s school came and he dug into his pocket to pay the driver. The man shook his head.
“Keep it. But you do me a favour and learn everything you can, alright?”

The boy nodded and walked into his school.
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Feeling of new school!
And that was my solution; the words of a common auto driver in the crowded city of Chennai.
And when I see him again I intend to tell him that.
School started with great excitement. The sound of students chattering had been deeply missed
during summer vacation and now, the school vibrated with joy and students filed in.
Learning has been taken to a whole new level in Primrose this year as well. The concept of
learning has not just been contained in text books but has expanded into interactive videos and
fun activities for the whole class.
New opportunities also arose during the start of the year
for classes six to nine. Elections were held for different
posts in the school: Student Pupil Leader and the
assistant leader, sports secretary, and house and vice
captains. Online voting was newly introduced and was
followed by huge eagerness. A day later the results---well
awaited--- were announced and the investiture ceremony
was held with great pride.
With enthused expectation of what the dawn of a new
month will bring to the students of Primrose school, I
leave you by saying, “Keep learning. But remember
this: ‘Wear your learning like a watch and don’t pull it
out merely to show you have it. If you are asked the time,
tell it; but do not proclaim it hourly unasked.’”

“I got good friends and I
enjoy the extra curricular
activities.There is a good
interaction between
teachers and students.”
– Sneha, IX Std

“Teachers & friends
act good towards
me. The way my
school teaches me I
feel the best.”
- Rajeev, IX Std
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Poetry Slam!
Why The Ostrich
Can’t Fly
The Ostrich soars in the skys
He goes up and up in the sky
The prouder he becomes the higher he
goes

Importance of
Fruits!
Fruits taste best
Which we waste

One fine day a lion from yew,
Told him to apply some glue
On his feathers

Cut mangoes,
Eat apples,
Peel bananas,
Feel the taste,
Squeeze lime,
And enjoy your time!

“Oh no, I can’t fly” he said
“Oh no, I can’t soar” he said
And then he entered a race
After the race, he got his space
But still felt very bad

- Sneha
IX Std

He saw that he can run fast
The only choice was going to last.
He became a runner
Which was more greater.
- Rudra,
VI Std
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Pledge taken by the student cabinet
members

The bright colours of our school

A proud walk

Quote of the Month
Don’t limit yourself. Many people limit themselves to what
they think they can do. You can go as far as your mind
lets you. What you believe, remember, you can achieve.
- Mary Kay Ash
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